Industry-government-academia-private sector partnership initiative
that contributes to the world through creation of innovation

Yokohama Future Organization

Yokohama Future Organization
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Yokohama Future Organization s Vision
We at Yokohama Future Organization are committed to establishing an innovation ecosystem in the City of Yokohama, thereby contributing
to the sustainable growth of our society and economy by achieving the three pillars of YOXO X-VISION, the future vision held by the
Innovation City Yokohama.

Cross-border City

City of the Future Experience

a c a d e m i a , p u b l i c a g e n c i e s , a n d o t h e r ﬁ e l d s t h i n k t o g e t h e r, t r y t o g e t h e r, a n d g r o w t o g e t h e r b e y o n d o r g a n i z a t i o n a l
and territorial boundaries to build a cycle that creates innovation from new ideas and technologies, working

Innovative ideas

toward the future to achieve a human-centered society where all of us can live as who we are.

Yokohama Future Organization s Comprehensive Development Plan
Innovation challengers

Build a smart city and
sustainable society

We will promote building a network of people
with empathy for our vision so that diverse
people will gather at Yokohama from within
and outside Japan to actively engage in
interaction and collaboration beyond organizational boundaries.

We will provide innovation challengers with opportunities to carry out demonstration experiments and support
required to carry out innovation in society in a timely
manner ahead of other cities and regions, thereby
providing and communicating Yokohama s diverse
attractions, new values, and aﬄuence to people living,
working in and visiting in the city.

Build
a model city
of the future
Create new markets

City for Challengers
Advanced
technologies
Ideas

Community needs
Social issues
Develop policies to promote innovation

Yokohama Future Organization
Support of activities
Business collaboration
: the City of Yokohama
Yokohama has, in recent years, seen a growth in the number of R&D bases of global companies and startups as
well as active collaboration between local industries and academia.
The city is located in the vicinity of metropolitan Tokyo and is active in international exchanges, but it is also the
nation s largest government-designated city burdened with diverse social issues faced by residents while at the
same time aﬄuent with numerous factors required for creating innovation.
We at the City of Yokohama will build an innovation ecosystem by leveraging these strengths, aiming to become
a model city of the future for the world as well as Japan.

We will extend full support to challengers to changes.

Activities
①Individual support for
corporations, universities
✓ Coordination for collaboration
✓ Support for demonstration experiments
and PoC
✓ Arrangements for collaboration with
government, application for national
projects and special zoning

②Groundwork for Innovation
✓ Building a common platform for
innovation(-> Initial 10 actions (to be
conducted) from 2021）
✓ Support of open innovation by
corporations and universities

Values through participation and collaboration
Manufacturing and
IT companies

Trigger opportunities for new business creation; promote collaboration between corporations,
universities, communities, and government; implement demonstration experiments; foster
human resources.

Corporations and
local communities

Improve convenience as a smart city; activate corporations, talent acquisition, and
communities to become a repository for knowledge.

Educational
institutions

Deepen research and apply its results to society; build collaboration with corporations and
business talents; foster next generation talents.

Government

Leverage the power of innovation to solve social issues, such as the declining working-age
population and aging society.

Our strengths that support activities
i.Yokohama̶a network platform for global talents
ii.Information platform for grasping, sharing, and communicating the needs of corporations and
universities
iii.Accumulated knowledge base on how to coordinate and implement projects.
iv.Established relationship with governments

Future Vision Held by Innovation City Yokohama (YOXO X-VISION)
①Individual support for corporations and universities

Planned Projects（YOXO 10 Actions）

Yokohama Future Organization will start to take on a variety of projects going forward as an organization to support innovation
creation. At its establishment, the organization has set out the following 10 initiatives to undertake as YOXO 10 Actions (ver.01).

We will provide support for the requirements for new business creation and R&D, such as:
We would like to conduct a survey of workers and visitors in Yokohama to assess the feasibility of new business.
We want a venue for discussions with various corporations and universities on our new business plans.

VISION 1 City of the Future Experience
１

We are seeking to work on demonstration experiments in collaboration with public or community facilities.
２

Beta Feedback Supporters: Promptly assess new ideas

３

Smart-City/5G Case Study Project: Create communities for the future

②Groundwork for Innovation (Initial 10 Actions)
Build a city where the future can be experienced.

City of the Future Experience

４

Become a city to provide full support to challengers to changes.

for gaining new knowledge and learning about society

Yokohama City Campus Initiative: Provide clues to new business opportunities and settings for gaining new
knowledge and learning about society

５

Tech Hub for All: Commoditize hard tech startups

６

Startup Oﬃce Area Promotion: Visualize a creative business environment

７

New Business Technology Introduction Initiative: Explore the potential of technology seeds

City for Challengers
4 Yokohama City Campus Initiative: Provide clues to new business opportunities and settings

We will create an environment that allows you to think about, try, and experience customer use cases and smart city for the future
using 5G. To this aim, we will hold study sessions and networking events on the use of 5G and conduct 5G demonstrations for
residents and visitors.

We will centrally manage and communicate information on lectures, programs, and seminars that help understand new business
creation initiatives undertaken by individual corporations, universities, and government, ensuring that their objectives and features
are respectively shared among those involved in the initiatives, with an aim to build a framework that enables innovation talents to
access knowledge and information as appropriate with ease.

user's perspective
3 Smart-City/5G Case Study Project: Create communities for the future

In order to provide opportunities that enable views and opinions on initial ideas and mockups of products and services to be obtained
at an early stage, we will create a group of supporters willing to provide feedback and answer in interviews on beta versions of
products and services.

VISION ２ City for Challengers

1 Community-Wide Future Experience: Implement demonstration experiments based on the
2 Beta Feedback Supporters: Promptly assess new ideas

Community-Wide Future Experience: Implement demonstration experiments based on the user's perspective

We will build an environment where people in our communities such as workers and residents can experience the future to be brought
about by technological advances through innovative new products and applications, as well as a venue for discussions between users
and providers on the implementation of innovation with an aim to activate communities, resolve issues, and realize a human-centered
society for the future.

5 Tech Hub for All: Commoditize hard tech startups

We will centrally manage information on test models like 3D printers, equipment lists, usage support, and other data owned by
universities and businesses and establish a system in which businesses willing to manufacture prototypes can provide support to
processes that require specialized skills to manufacture equipment or facilities, thus providing an environment where academic
talents such as university faculty members and system engineers can share manufacturing experience.
In the Kannai area and the surroundings of Yokohama Station, which is undergoing redevelopment, we will appeal to domestic and
overseas startups to our unique warterfront business areas with history and restaurants, where business and residential districts are
close to each other and startups are welcomed across communities. In addition, we will advance a city-wide campaign advocating that
children be raised to be the next generation innovators.
Based on research outcomes and technological seeds obtained at universities and corporations, we will help visualize the feasibility
of new products and services development, build processes enabling commercialization, and establish a sustainable support system.

6 Startup Oﬃce Area Promotion: Visualize a creative business environment
7 New Business Technology Introduction Initiative: Explore the potential of technology seeds

VISION ３ Cross-border City
８

Coordination/Interaction Between Innovative Talents: Promote innovative connection and wide range of exchanges

９

New Business Development Out of R&D: Work toward creating new values

Build a city beyond the boundaries of businesses, regions, and nations.

Cross-border City
8

Coordination/Interaction Between Innovative Talents: Promote innovative connection and
wide range of exchanges

9

New Business Development Out of R&D: Work toward creating new values

10 Global innovation Supporters: Connect with innovators around the world

Designed by：Eisuke Tachikawa（NOSIGNER）

10

We will drive connection and interaction between local to global needs and seeds, between academia and companies, and among
innovators with diﬀerent backgrounds, thereby providing opportunities to create innovation through collaboration. We will oﬀer a
variety of venues for encounter and exchange will be oﬀered, including coordination of meetings for discussion and group activities
among a small number of people to community-wide events to promote innovation̶Yokohama versions of SXSW.

In order to make corporations open innovation initiatives more practical, we will establish a cooperative and consultative system for
R&D workforce from management to young researchers and advance a commercialization framework that enables new business
opportunities to be born from in-house assets and issues, such as test implementation of acceleration programs.

Global innovation Supporters: Connect with innovators around the world

The City of Yokohama is home to local oﬃces of overseas businesses, foreign corporations, government oﬃces, public organizations, innovation support agencies, and a number of trading companies. Blessed with people who have connections with key persons
in overseas innovation ecosystems, the city serves as an information bank of overseas innovation resources: making arrangements
for reverse innovation with overseas parties and receiving enterprising talents from the world.

YOXO
̶a representation of the entire picture of the Innovation City of Yokohama
Yokohama has undertaken an array of initiatives to become a city of innovation. These initiatives have been advanced
jointly by private and public sectors beyond their boundaries. YOXO is a buzz word, a movement, and an ecosystem
among a variety of business operators who engage in activities to create innovation in the experiment ﬁeld of Yokohama.
The word is a homophone to the Japanese word yokuzo, which essentially means great job.

Creating a sustainable cycle of our innovation
Innovation is created through innovative and borderless combination of all sorts of agents present in our society. YOXO
promotes crossover activities that combine technologies and ideas and local needs and issues. Through the activities,
we will aim to become a city that will bring innovation to every aspect and ﬁeld from mature growth as a city to development
of next generation, as well as from their methods to applications.

Building Dreams for the Future
Here in Yokohama, we support challengers because we believe.
We believe in the challenge of creation, of chasing ideals, and of transcending
the status quo.
We believe that hope for the future is born from those who challenge.

Implement new products and services
Create a smart and sustainable community, solve issues

The world is rapidly changing; let s make sure it changes for the better.
Let s cross over our borders and overcome our global and social obstacles
to create a hopeful future for our children and all future generations.
Welcome to Yokohama: a city of creation and innovation where challengers
are respected as our proud YOXO members.

Implement demonstration experiments
of new products and services
Launch new projects and promote business
acceleration and investment

Improve convenience, increase visitors,
and promote revitalization of a community

Promote collaboration between corporations,
create projects, and implement veriﬁcation tests

Develop creative business areas
Build empathy-based ethical economic zones

Provide corporate talents, regional talents,
and students with opportunities to learn and exchange ideas
Fuse art thinking and business creation mindset
Increase next-generation innovation talents
such as children and students

Membership system

Organization/Structure

Type of membership

Regular member

Supporting member

Eligible members

Corporations, educational institutions, and research
bodies that will promote the Organization s activities
on a voluntary basis and contribute to achieving the
objectives of the Organization by attending the general
meeting and bearing the expenses.

Corporations, educational institutions, and
research bodies that will support the Organization s activities on a voluntary basis and
contribute to achieving the objectives of the
Organization by bearing the expenses.

Membership fee
(Annual fee:
10,000 yen per unit)
*1,2,3

1. Corporations other than those in 2 and 3 below:
30 units or more
2. SMEs, educational institutions, research bodies:
15 units or more
3. Startups: 2 units or more
Note: SMEs are those deﬁned in the Small and Medium
Enterprises Basic Act. Startups are companies that have
been in business for 10 years or less.

Yokohama Future Organization
Form of organization:
Unincorporated voluntary organization

1 unit or more
(corporations, educational institutions,
research bodies)

Date of establishment:
March 31, 2021
Membership management:
The Organization is operated on membership fees for sustainable management.

Voting right at
general meeting

✓Can vote at general meeting

ー

Project proposals

✓Can submit proposals to the board.

ー

Application for
project
participation

✓Can apply to participate in projects proposed
by other members.*4

ー

Project report
meetings

✓Can participate in project report meetings and
access reports.

ー

Coordination for
collaboration

✓Can ask the Oﬃce to coordinate collaboration
on projects with promising prospects.*5

ー

Support in PoC
and demonstration experiments

✓Can ask the Oﬃce for support on viable
projects with a certain level of promising
prospects.*5

ー

✓Can ask the Oﬃce to provide advice on and
arrangements for local/national projects and
application for designation of special zone.*5

ー

✓Can consult with the Oﬃce on support‑related
matters (up to about 1 hour per meeting; 5
meetings or less a year).

✓Can consult the Oﬃce on support‑
related matters (up to about 1 hour per
meeting; 1 meeting a year).

Networking
meetups and
events

✓Can participate.

✓Can participate.

Newsletter

✓Can subscribe.

Collaboration
with government,
support related to
special zones
Consultation
with the Oﬃce
(on matters other
than above)

Name of organization:

Membership Procedure
Yokohama Future Organization is an Innovation Creation Support Organization to support new innovation challengers in
cooperation with people active in Yokohama as well as people from across Japan and the world, and is also a Network
Support Organization to coordinate collaboration beyond the boundaries of organizations and institutions with talents
and ideas. It is, moreover, an Innovation Area Management Organization open to the world, which aims to build a city of
the future through the implementation and application of demonstration experiments in the experiment ﬁeld of Yokohama, thereby creating innovation.
We welcome those who support the mission of the Organization and the objectives of its activities.

Please ﬁll in the registration form and send it by mail or email
to the Board of Yokohama Future Organization.

Notes:
✓Can subscribe.

Notes:
1.These membership fees are scheduled to undergo review in three years based on the evaluation of activities.
2.When a mutual agreement has been made that an organization will promote activities in collaboration with other bodies, the organization
is regarded as a collaborative organization.
3.The Organization s membership includes the City of Yokohama as a special member.
4.In addition to the membership fee, we may seek ﬁnancial support from members participating in a project in order to cover expenses to
be incurred for the project activities.
5.These supports are available for initiatives that will contribute to the advancement of new business ventures and R&D; those focused on
sales activities are outside the scope of support. The Oﬃce will fully review the request for support with the requesting member, ensuring
that promising prospects will be oﬀered by the initiative involved before it is implemented. There are cases, on the other hand, where the
Oﬃce may provide support to initiatives even in the absence of request for support when horizontal prospects can be expected for
innovation areas, and implement the initiatives in cooperation with the members involved.

The application will be determined by the board based on the following criteria.
（1）
The applicant shall support the objectives of the Organization.
（2）
An ex-member may apply unless they were forced to cancel their membership by the Organization or have
outstanding membership fees.
（3）
The applicant is not a member of anti-social forces such as an organized crime group.
（4）
In addition to the cases set forth in the preceding items, the applicant is not an individual or entity that the board
determines to be inappropriate as a member of the Organization.

